Forest density regulates root zone water stress and percolation at sites with contrasting
ephemeral or stable seasonal snowpacks.
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3. Results and discussion

1. Study motivation
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2. Study site set up, data, and methods
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Percolation is greater at the ephemeral than
the seasonal site. At open locations, most of
the input water to soil is partitioned between soil
evaporation and percolation. At the highly covered
locations, input water is dominantly partitioned
towards transpiration with little to no percolation
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4. Implications of our findings

Daily net water input (NWI) from Dwivedi et al. (accepted).
Daily θ
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A critical knowledge gap about ecohydrologic seasonality,
root zone water stress, and percolation dynamics at seasonal vs.
ephemeral snowpack sites under warming climate with changing
forest cover
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Whereas forest disturbance can lead to enhanced percolation and reduced root zone water stress, these effects are
controlled both by forest density and winter climate type. Our research findings are relevant for forest management and
the role of forest disturbance on hydrology.
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